Mechanisms leading to rainfall anomalies in the Mediterranean region
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In the Mediterranean, the winter rainfall is three times larger than summer rainfall, in fact the rainfall cumulated between September and May accounts for more than the 80% of the annual precipitation.
This is because, in the dry season, the rainfall originates in sporadic, localized convective systems, with scarce accumulation. Whereas, during the rainy season, the weather systems originate over the
Atlantic, which is a vast source of moisture. The weather patterns are determined by the polarity of the NAO, which is positively correlated with rainfall in north Europe, and negatively correlated with the
rainfall in south Europe. This index is characterized by the simultaneous strengthening and weakening of the Iceland low pressure system and Azores high. The NAO persistency is determined by the
sea temperature and by the sea-ice/continental snow cover, its spectrum is slightly red, with preferred long periods, although these periods are not sufficiently well defined.
Aloft a north-easterly jet, called Atlantic jet, separates the two elements of the NAO pressure dipole. This jet, maintained by the thermal contrast between the cold polar region and the relatively warm
ocean, catalyzes the pattern of the travelling disturbances. The vertically integrated water vapour flow is controlled by this tilt, when it is large, the NAO is positive, and most of the Atlantic moist air is
diverted towards north Europe, when the tilt is small, the NAO is negative, and a fraction of the Atlantic moist air is diverted towards the Med region. The Atlantic storm track favours north Europe, from
December till March it rains 30% more in the region positively correlated with NAO (north Europe) than in the region negatively correlated with NAO (south Europe). It follows that the annual rainfall is
sizeable smaller in south Europe, making the Med a region prone to a drought risk. The rainfall distribution in North Europe is mainly related to the tilt of the Atlantic jet, whereas the rainfall distribution
within the Med is determined by the position of the Atlantic jet relatively to the position of the African jet. In fact, it is the cross jet ageostrophic flow which generates the CAPE in the PBL through the
thermal advection; in addition the lifting of this air is favoured by the advection of vorticity aloft. This mechanism favours the rainfall in the west Med in fall, in the east Med in winter, and in the central
basin in spring. The seasonal rainfall anomalies are also related to this mechanism, for instance, when the fall jetstream configuration is similar to the winter one the west basin is relatively dry and the
east basin is wet.
Data sets: CPC Merged Analysis of Precipitation (CMAP) and NCEP-DOE Reanalysis 2, 1979-2007
Schematic picture of the cross jet ageostrophic advections of the
relative vorticity in the upper troposphere and of the thermal
advection in the lower troposphere in the Euro-Atlantic region.

Rainy season (Sep-Apr)
During the rainy period (September-May) the Med basin is
in the south-east part of the exit region of the Atlantic jet,
and north of the entrance region of the African jet

In the exit region of the Atlantic jet a meridional circulation
carries negative vorticity southwards in the upper
troposphere, and the return branch of this circulation
enhances the baroclinicity in the lower troposphere through
the northward thermal advection. These two advections
forces an upward motion,The result of the advections is a
strong divergence in the mid-upper troposphere in the exit
region of the Atlantic jet, north of 40°N, where the
environment becomes favorable to the genesis of
eastwards traveling instabilities. The opposite occurs in the
entrance region of the African jet, where negative vorticity is
carried northwards in the upper troposphere, and the
thermal advection is negative in the lower troposphere,
which results in a strong convergence in the upper
troposphere, hindering the formation of instabilities in the
north of the entrance region of the African jet, south of
40°N. At local scale, rainfall is modulated by the topography

Rainfall ad jetstream: SVD analysis
The strongest covariance pattern between the jetstream and the
stormtrack is shown as heterogeneous correlation maps of the 1st
SVD mode; we also produced correlation maps between jetstream
and rainfall. The squared covariance fraction (SCF) and the
correlation between the expansion coefficients (ECs), related to
the SVD computed between September and May, show that the
method is reliable and valid for the entire rainy season and that
the covariance is larger in winter, when the jetstream is stronger:
In fall, the 1st SVD mode shows that a zonal wind pattern with
positive significant anomalies in the North Atlantic, over Greenland
and Iceland, and in the east Tropical Atlantic off the west coast of
Africa, and negative anomalies off the west coast of France and
the Iberian peninsula, is related to large positive anomalies in the
stormtrack north of 50°N and negative anomalies over the southwest Europe and over the south-central Europe.

In fall rainfall is abundant in WM, and scarce in the EM. The Atlantic jet
is relatively strong, while the African jet is still relatively weak and
confined to the eastern basin. The two jets are far apart and (almost) do
not interact. Therefore, while the indirect ageostrophic circulation in the
exit region of the Atlantic jet favours the rainfall in the WM and CM by
increasing the baroclinicity in the lower troposphere through the
northwards thermal advection, the southwards thermal advection in the
entrance region of the African jet hinders the rainfall in the EM.
In winter jets are strong, and rainfall is abundant in the EM, and scarce
in the WM. The exit region of the Atlantic jet is over the Scandinavian
peninsula, this configuration favors the rainfall in the EM through the
northwards thermal advection, with abundant precipitations in the
Balkan peninsula and in the Turkish peninsula. The exit region of the
Atlantic jet is far more eastwards than the entrance region of the African
jet which is displaced westwards in the middle of the tropical Atlantic,
the southwards thermal advection in the entrance region of the African
jet hinders the rainfall in the south-west basin.
In spring, the African jet weakens but keeps the winter position,
whereas the Atlantic jet weakens and withdrawals over the ocean. In
this jetstream configuration, the precipitations are abundant over the
Balkans and the Alps.

In winter, the SVD 1st mode pattern is similar to fall, but the
correlated regions are generally larger. Zonal wind shows positive
anomalies over Greenland, Iceland, Scandinavian, Tropical
Atlantic and North Africa, and negative anomalies between 30 and
50°N. This pattern is related to large positive anomalies in the
stormtrack north of 50°N and large negative anomalies over South
Europe and as far east as the Turkey and the Middle-East.
Spring pattern is similar to the winter, but the correlated regions
are generally much smaller, and mainly confined in small areas of
the south-east central Europe. The zonal wind field shows positive
anomalies over North Atlantic, the North Sea and West Africa, and
negative anomalies over subtropical Atlantic and the Med. In the
related stormtrack pattern, strong positive anomalies span north of
40°N, while weak negative anomalies are over the subtropical
Atlantic and the Med.

Conclusion We show the statistical relationship between the westerly jetstream in the Euro-Atlantic sector and the rainfall in the Med region during the rainy season (September to May), exploring
the related dynamical fields. In this season, the Atlantic storms are carried by the Atlantic jet towards Europe; the cumulated rainfall in the southern Europe, defined as the region negatively correlated
with NAO, is 30% smaller than that in North Europe, defined as the region positively correlated with NAO.The space distribution of the rainfall and of its seasonal anomalies in the region negatively
correlated with NAO is strictly related to the intensity and the latitudinal/longitudinal position of the Atlantic and African jet. This behavior is due to the ageostrophic across jet circulation, which advects
negative vorticity southwards in the exit region of the Atlantic jet, and northwards in the entrance region of the African jet. the ageostrophic circulation suppresses the rain in the quadrant north of the
entrance region of the African jet, and it favors the rainfall in the southern quadrant of the exit region of the Atlantic jet. In fall the position of the jets favors the rainfall in the west Mediterranean basin,
in winter it favors the rainfall in the east Med basin, in spring it favors the rainfall in the Alpine region and over the Balkans. When in fall the jetstream configuration is similar to the climate winter
configuration, it rains more in the eastern basin; whereas when the winter configuration is similar to the fall configuration, it rains more in the western basin. In fall and winter, the precipitation patterns
that explain the largest covariance with the zonal wind at 300 hPa has an east-west dipolar orientation, whereas in spring it has a north-south orientation. An anomalous northward (southward)
displacement of the Atlantic jet is related to negative (positive) rainfall anomalies over the western Med basin, while, an anomalous westward (eastward) displacement of the African jet is related to
positive (negative) rainfall anomalies over the eastern basin. In fall a small north-east tilt of the Atlantic jet and a weak African jet with abundant rain in the western basin, whereas the precipitation is
scarce in the eastern basin. Acknowledgements Study partially financed by: ‘EU-IP CIRCE’, and ‘MIPAAF-TEMPIO’, and supported by the bilateral CNR-CNRS Project.

